FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHTS:
- PARKING L2 + L3: 10'-0"
- PARKING L1: 14'-10"
- LEVEL 1: 17'-0"
- UPPER FLOORS: 14'-6"
- LOW PENTHOUSE: 12'-0"
- FULL PENTHOUSE: 25'-0"

ENTRY DRIVE
Cambridgepark Drive - South Elevation

Access road - East Elevation
VIEW LOOKING WEST

EAST ELEVATION

82’ - 0” (AT LOWEST GRADE CONDITION)

- PENTHOUSE WALL
- SCREEN WALL
- CORRUGATED METAL CLADDING AND SCREEN WALLS
- PREFINISHED ALUMINUM
- CURtainWALL SYSTEM w/ SPANDREL GLASS AT FLOOR LINES
- BRICK
- PREFINISHED ALUMINUM
- CUSTOM CLAD FOLDING DOOR AT LOADING AND TRASH DOCKS
- GRANITE BASE